Makeup Artist to the Stars Omayma Ramzy
Rocks L.A. Fashion Week with Radka
Salcmannova
Makeup Artist to the Stars Omayma Ramzy Teams
Up with former Matthew Barney Collaborator Radka
Salcmannova for Exciting New Show at L.A. Fashion
Week.
MALIBU, CALFORNIA, USA, October 12, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Makeup Artist to the stars
Omayma Ramzy completed an exciting new project
with former Matthew Barney collaborator Radka
Salcmannona for L.A. Fashion Week this month,
pushing the boundaries of fashion to places it has
rarely been seen before. Fashion industry icon
'Vogue Magazine UK' hailed the team's work.

Makeup Artist to the Stars Omayma Ramzy
at work at Radka Salcmannova's debut at
L.A. Fashion Week. Model: Courtney Paige
Nelson, Photo Credit: Gabe Montero'

Pulling from the Art Nouveau movement reflected in
the stunning Moroccan Gardens of Jardin Majorelle,
Hair and Makeup trendsetter Omayma Ramzy gave
homage to Yves Saint-Laurent and the French
painter Jaques' Majorelle, inspired by his trademarked, explosive, cobalt blue. The fashion leader
states, "I am pleased to have just finished designing and creating the Makeup look for the L.A.
Fashion Week Runway Show by Radka Salcmannova." Salcmannova--a cutting edge artist, designer,
and filmmaker; recently worked with Carolina Sarria for New
York Fashion Week, and has also recently worked with world
famous artist Matthew Barney--husband of Bjork.
(This eye makeup color) is
very close to Majorelle Blue,
Teaming with Radka Salcmannona
which is a color that was
created by French painter
Omayma Ramzy states of the exciting collaboration with
Jacques Majorelle, which
Radka, "It was really cool. Radka came across my work with
greatly inspired Yves Saintphotographer Lloyd Galbraith, who is an L.A. photographer,
Laurent, and inspired me.”
and felt like it was a really strong connection, and then
Omayma Ramzy
decided she wanted me to create her look." Galbraith's work
is uniquely experimental; creating some vibrant, sensual,
artistic images. Dazzlingly; Ramzy's masterful makeup technique and brushwork explodes and pops
like a disco ball full of brilliant, neon colors.
The Painterly Art of Makeup
Ramzy continues, regarding Salcmannona stating of her work, "Her pieces are all really unique and
involve many mediums. It is very unique. For example; the pieces are very molten, textured, and
melted. There is a lot of decomposition and deconstruction within the pieces, and this played a really

big part in designing the look for me, and then in
looking at the color as well-- that was a very 'big'
deal."
Omayma, whose work has been seen in many
fashion magazines and films world wide, further
mentions, "Radka's pieces are predominantly
metallic colors; metal, and chromatic, and
predominately a strong gold, which also played a big
part in it. So you will see in the pieces, with the looks
that I created--it was a very strongly pigmented color
of blue that had a little bit deeper hue for me than
the color blue--it was almost a royal blue."
From Majorelle in the Red City and YSL, to the
Runways with Omayma Ramzy
Ms. Ramzy further explains, "It is very close to
Majorelle Blue, which is a color that was created by
French painter Jacques' Majorelle, which greatly
inspired Yves Saint-Laurent, and also inspired me."
Omayma adds, "Majorelle, who even trademarked
his rich, beautiful blue, used the color widely in his
beautiful and famous garden; Jardin Majorelle.
Located in Marrakech, Morocco (The Red City); the
artist painted the magnificent color on its structures,
clay pottery, and more. The Majorelle Garden
receives nearly one million visitors each year, from
around the world.
The Methods of a Master Makeup Artist

Makeup by Omayma Ramzy, Model;
Courtney Paige Nelson, Photo Credit: Gabe
Montero', for Radka Salcmannova's debut
line at L.A. Fashion Week

Radka Salcmannova's debut line at L.A.
Fashion Week; Makeup by Omayma Ramzy,
Photo Credit: Gabe Montero'

Omayma adds, "I spent a lot of time growing up in
Marrakech, Morocco, and that color has always struck me very strongly, and there is a certain texture
that speaks very loudly to me. It is a very matte and pigmented color, and that is very special to me
personally. Growing up, I would spend time there, and so this color to me--and the texture, created so
much more of a conversation against such detailed ornaments on the models' bodies. It created a bit
more of a conversation for me that I found very interesting, and I wanted to take this complementary
color against such highly detailed pieces, to have just like this block of blue. Instead of it being shiny, I
wanted it to be quite matte, and full of pigment, and yet to still be striking, and to create an even more
striking piece, which with that then to me--the gaze of each model would then draw you in further with
the makeup up that we did." 'Vogue U.K.' hailed the fashion team's work as "surreal," with "blue paint
on (the models) faces," worthy of "Game of Thrones." The lauded show was also produced with Lloyd
Galbraith.
About Omayma Ramzy
Beauty-World business leader and Celebrity Makeup Artist Omayma Ramzy recently expanded from
her homeland of London, England, trailblazing as an international artist, and in high demand. As
controlling President and CEO of her own leading edge Makeup and Styling Company, Omayma still
makes the time to work herself as one of the top few, Lead Makeup Artist's to the Stars, serving many
of the biggest designers and top production companies in the world.

The award winning international talent behind the scenes has done makeup on a myriad of stars
including Leah Thompson (Back to the Future), Georgie Flores (Famous In Love), Jessica Gomes
(Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Model), Jade & Tanner Tolbert (The Bachelor), and Marisol Nichols
(Riverdale), among others. She recently did makeup for the film "Anthem," starring Peyton List and
Cameron Monaghan, as well as "External Living," directed by fashion photography heavyweight Ben
Cope, among others. The star Makeup Artist recently wrapped both makeup and hair on Sofia
Vergara’s sexy new underwear line "Empowered by You," coming soon for girls to stores world-wide.
Omayma Ramzy has also done commercial work for global brands including; Sparkling ICE, Ford,
Cisco, Buzzfeed, Target, and Samsung, among many more. The Star Makeup Artist's outstanding
work for national and international print publications exemplify the beauty industry, with her work as
Lead Makeup Artist for magazines including; NYLON, I-D Magazine, Flaunt Magazine, and Damaged
Goods Magazine--shot by Mynxii White, among others. Omayma's work on T.V. shows include KTLA,
and Hollywood Today Live, and she was also recently interviewed as one of the world's leading
makeup experts, for the international fashion, lifestyle and culture magazine NYLON. Her recent work
on the project PRE, just earned her the coveted 'Los Angeles Film Award for Best Makeup Artist
2017.
Visit the Official Omayma Ramzy Website at:
http://www.omaymaramzy.com
Booking, contact: 323-975-5720
http://www.instagram.com/miyma_ramzy
http://www.imdb.me/omayma
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